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Тема: Дифференцированный зачет по грамматическим темам:  

1) Пассивный залог 

2) Местоимения much, many, little, few, а little, а few 

Повторить правила образования и перевода пассивного залога и 

употребления местоимений much, many, little, few, а little, а few. Выполнить 

упражнения. Перевести текст «THE EASTERN BIRTHDAY».  

Выслать на электронную почту преподавателя 

stepanenko02@yandex.ru 

1а. Употребите правильную форму глагола в пассивном залоге. 

1. The roads (cover) with the snow. – Дороги покрыты снегом. 

2. Chocolate (make) from cocoa. – Шоколад изготавливается из какао. 

3. The Pyramids (build) in Egypt. – Пирамиды были построены в Египте. 

4. This coat (buy) four years ago. – Это пальто было куплено 4 года назад. 

5. The stadium (open) next month. – Стадион будет открыт в следующем 

месяце. 

6. Your parents (invite) to a meeting. – Твои родители будут приглашены на 

собрание. 

7. When Christmas (celebrate) in Europe? (Когда празднуется Рождество в 

Европе?) 

b. Переделайте предложения из активного залога в пассивный, начиная 

предложение с подчеркнутого слова 

1. We learn English. — 

2. The teacher asked the students a question. — 

3. They told me about the accident. — 

4. We find our pets. — 

5. This year we speak French. — 

6. I take my dog out every day. — 

 

 2. Поставьте many, much, little, few, a little, a few. 

1. Have you got_______________time before the lessons? 
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2. After the lessons we felt______________ tired. 

3. I have__________ time to finish this work. 

4. I don`t like_________sugar in my tea. 

5. I never eat_____________bread with soup. 

6. He has got___________ friends.  

7. I drink____________  coffee. I don’t like it. 

8. We must hurry. We’ve got very ______________time. 

9. There was_____________lemonade in the bottle 

10. She wrote us_____________letters from the country. 

11.  There are ______________        birds in the sky. 

12.  I haven’t got _____________        homework today. 

13. John hasn’t got ___________         money. 

14. There are _______________        cars in the street. 

15.  There is _________________        coffee in the cup. 

16. Are there _________________        apples on the tree? 

 
Перевести текст 
 

THE EASTERN BIRTHDAY. 

 

Mouse. You are charming and attractive. You work hard to reach goals. You are 

good with money and you are honest. If you get angry, you can keep calm. 

 

Ox. You are patient and people trust you. Normally you are easy going, but at 

times you may be stubborn and you get angry quickly. If you start something, you 

hate to fail. You are a hard-working person. 

 

Tiger. You are sensitive and a deep thinker. People respect you because you are 

brave. You are also a rebel. You can get angry quickly and sometimes you have 

difficulty making up your mind. But people like you and you are very popular. 

 

Hare. If you are born this year you are lucky, talented and very good in business. 

If you aim for great things you will win them. You like gossip and you love 

parties. But sometimes you are sad. 

 

Dragon. If you are born this year you will be very lucky in your life. People 

believe that the dragon is the luckiest sign of this horoscope. You are very 

confident and intelligent but you are fond of criticizing other people. 

 

Snake. If you are born this year you will be very good with money. You have very 

active mind and you are always planning new things or thinking about how to get 

the most out of life. But you shouldn't spend too much time thinking. 



 

Horse. Horses are very nice, popular animals that like going to parties. If you are a 

horse, you will have lots of friends. You like talking to people and enjoy telling 

people to do things. But you are not good at keeping secrets. 

 

Sheep. If you are born this year you like luxury. You want to have good food and 

drinks, expensive clothes and cars and a fancy place to live. You like to be relaxed 

and do not like timetables or rules. You prefer to work in a team and leave the 

decisions to other people. 

 

Monkey. If you are born this year you are imaginative. You are very curious and 

want to know the answers to everything. You want to know about everything that 

is happening around you. You also like giving advice to your friends and family. 

 

Rooster. You like to plan things weeks before you do them. So if you are born this 

year you will probably plan your summer holiday in November! Roosters are very 

intelligent, lively people who like reading and telling jokes. You are also very well 

organized. 

 

Dog. People who are born this year are very loyal. You'll be very interested in the 

environment and in protecting the earth. You hate to see people treated badly and 

are always ready to give advice. 

 

Pig. You are quiet and study a lot because you want to learn. If you do something, 

you do it with all your strength. You don't have a lot of friends, but if you have 

some they are very good friends and you keep them forever. You are honest, kind 

and sincere. 
 


